START-UP SHEET

1. USE BRAND NEW ALKALINE BATTERIES. INSERT 4 AA ALKALINE BATTERIES IN ROBOT. INSERT 3 AAA ALKALINE BATTERIES IN REMOTE.

2. TURN ROBOT ON! BUT DON’T TOUCH REMOTE!

3. SWIPE CARDS IN THIS ORDER!
   - 1st: Upgrade
   - 2nd: Speed
   - 3rd: Punch
   - 4th: Laser

   SWIPE THIS CARD FIRST!

4. SWIPE CARDS AS SHOWN!
   - LISTEN FOR ROBOT’S RESPONSE:
     - BAD SWIPE: Robot will make a buzzer sound and then say:
       "RE-SWIPE!
       "THAT DOESN’T JIVE!
       or SAY NOTHING
     - GOOD SWIPE: Robot will make a chime sound and then say:
       THE NAME OF THE CARD
       (such as, "UPGRADE LEVEL 3")

   SWIPE SAME CARD AGAIN, UNTIL SWIPE IS CORRECT

5. NOW GRAB REMOTE!

   IT’S TIME TO BATTLE!
   - SET ROBOT AND REMOTE TO CHANNEL A.
   - KEEP REMOTE POINTED AT TOP OF ROBOT.
   - WAKE UP REMOTE BY PUSHING PUNCH BUTTON TWICE. ROBOT SHOULD NOW PUNCH. IF ROBOT DOES NOT PUNCH, TURN ROBOT OFF AND ON AND SWIPE ALL CARDS AGAIN.
   - BATTLE BY PRESSING PUNCH, LASER AND DIRECTION CONTROLS.
   - TO RESTART ROBOT AFTER A BATTLE, TURN ROBOT OFF AND ON AND RESWIPE CARDS.

   TROUBLESHOOTING:
   - ROBOTS ARE HIGH ENERGY TOYS. IT MAY BE NECESSARY TO REPLACE BATTERIES AFTER ONE HOUR OF CONTINUOUS PLAY.
   - IF ROBOT DOES NOT RECOGNIZE CARDS, TURN ROBOT OFF, THEN ON, OR PRESS RESET ON ROBOT AND REMOTE. SWIPE ALL CARDS AGAIN.
   - FOR BEST RESULTS, OPERATE REMOTE WITHIN 1 FEET OF ROBOT AT ALL TIMES.
   - DO NOT TOUCH ROBOT OR MOVE TERMINATE SWITCH.
   - NOTE: ROBOT WILL OPERATE AT MINIMUM LEVEL, WITHOUT CARD SWIPE, SWIPE CARDS FOR HIGHER LEVEL POWER.

   QUESTIONS: CUSTOMER SERVICE TOLL FREE AT 1-800-771-1810

   - M-F 9AM-5PM CST, OR EMAIL THEM:
     CUSTOMERSERVICE@RUBBERROBOT.COM. OR VISIT OUR WEBSITE AT
     WWW.RUBBERROBOT.COM.

   - READ YOUR RUMBLE ROBOT INSTRUCTION BOOKLET FOR FULL INSTRUCTIONS.
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   BARCODE SHOULD BE IN THE ROBOT!